
 
 

SHELDON KEEFE 
 

Q. (Lance Hornby, Toronto Sun): Sheldon, any further thought to maybe loading up the big line like you 
did a few times last night, especially having last line change?  
 
SHELDON KEEFE: I think we’ve talked about it at different times, it’s something that I’ve looked at 
different times throughout the game but obviously any time you do something like that it has an impact on 
the rest of your lineup and depth is important to us. Considering all things, haven’t decided on anything 
firmly. We’ll look to see how the game goes tomorrow and make some decisions as we get moving.  
 
Q. (Kyle Bukauskas, Sportsnet): It seemed like nothing that the Jackets did last night caught any of you 
guys by surprise. I’m wondering then what adjustments you feel your group needs to make after having a 
day to digest and pore over some video?   
 
SHELDON KEEFE: It’s just kind of looking for different ways that we can utilize our offensive zone time. 
We actually ended up getting more time in the offensive zone than I thought that we might. I thought it 
would be a little bit harder to get through the neutral zone but we did a pretty good job of spending time in 
their end. Of course they did a really good job of keeping us away from their net. That’s a big challenge 
for us and one that we knew we were going to have to face. It’s one thing to watch it on video and 
prepare for it. It’s a whole other thing to be in the fight. We’ve got one game of feel for it and we expect 
ourselves to be better tomorrow.  
 
Q. (Jonas Siegel, The Athletic): What can William [Nylander] do to get himself more involved tomorrow?  
 
SHELDON KEEFE: I thought William was involved in a lot yesterday. I thought he and Auston were two 
guys that were really driving things for us offensively. I thought it and I felt it and the stats back it up that 
he had the puck on his stick more than anybody on our team in the offensive zone. I would say he was 
not a problem for us yesterday.  
 
Q. (Kevin McGran, Toronto Star): If Pierre Engvall plays tomorrow night, it looks like that’s how you 
practiced him today, what would he bring that you’d like to see and what does he, in general, offer?  
 
SHELDON KEEFE: We haven’t made any final decisions on what our lineup is going to look like. With 
Pierre in particular, we’re making decisions on him. I think Pierre’s a guy that, for me, didn’t have a great 
camp for us. We think he’s got a lot more to offer. When he’s at his best we think he makes us a better 
team, but we haven’t seen him at his best here throughout camp and even in the little bit of opportunity 
we gave him in exhibition. When Pierre gets back in the lineup, we expect him to really push to stay in the 
lineup. Like I said, when he’s playing he makes us a better team and we need him at his best, we need 
him really competitive and physical and skating and doing all the things he’s capable of.  
 
Q. (Mark Masters, TSN): Both John [Tavares] and Mitch [Marner] spoke about wanting to be better in 
tomorrow afternoon’s game. What do you want to see more from them tomorrow?   
 
SHELDON KEEFE: I think better execution, first of all, taking care of the puck and putting the puck in 
intelligent spots, looking to find different ways to get involved offensively. This team is, as we fully 
expected, is going to make it really hard for us offensively, in particular on the rush, a spot where Mitch 
and John have a lot of success but knew that we’re facing the number one team in the NHL at defending 



against the rush. Because of that we have to find different to score and that’s an adjustment. Obviously 
scoring is what we really need. When you look at yesterday’s game, there’s a lot more that happens 
throughout the game that can give you opportunities to carry play and win your shift and all those types of 
things. We just need those guys to be playing at their best, especially now coming off of a loss. We need 
to respond in a big way here. Not to just single out anybody on our team, we need everybody to be better. 
We think everybody on our team has got another level to get to and we’re going to need it tomorrow.  
 
Q. (Dave McCarthy, NHL): A lot of focus throughout training camp was on improving defensively and 
making sure there was a commitment to that area of the game. From that standpoint in game one, were 
you satisfied with what you saw? 
 
SHLEDON KEEFE: I thought we gave up a little too much in transition, stuff coming out of the offensive 
zone and them transitioning and getting up the ice quick and getting shots. For the most part we kept 
those to a pretty manageable distance to be stopped but nonetheless we still gave up a little bit too much 
there. Not necessarily defensive pieces but it’s just more that transition when you’re in the O-zone and 
getting back to that defensive posture. When it came to our defensive zone coverage I thought we spent 
a little bit too much time in our own zone, I didn’t like that part of it but I did think, for the most part, I 
thought we kept them away from our net fairly well and that was a big focus for us.  
 
Q (Kristen Shilton, TSN): What will be the key tomorrow to generating some more of those second and 
third chances so you’re not one and done as frequently in the offensive zone? 
 
SHLEDON KEEFE: Well, we’ve got to get more pucks to the inside and to those spaces. It’s a lot easier 
said than done, so we’ve got to work in sequences, look to break them down and get them tired and all 
those types of things. We had a few real quality looks that, with a little more luck and it goes our way, but 
we need more of them, it’s not enough. So we just need to stay focused, stay hungry, stay competitive, all 
those types of things, not get frustrated. That’s what their system is designed to do, to frustrate you and 
we’ve talked a lot about that. But the good news is, just talking to our guys and the type of practice that 
we had, our guys are not frustrated. Our guys are hungry to get back at it and recognize where we can 
get better and know that we have more to give. We’ll be ready to play tomorrow.  
 
Q. (Lance Hornby, Toronto Sun): I’m sure every coach dreams of their first NHL playoff game, but 
outside of the result, what was it like for you with the building being empty and going up against your old 
coach in John Tortorella?  
 
SHLEDON KEEFE: Well I mean the whole experience I think is a little bizarre for everybody given what 
we’re going through here. As I said before, it’s my first NHL playoff game, but I’ve coached in a lot of 
playoff games at various levels and it just felt like any one of those types of games.  
 
Q (Chris Johnston, Sportsnet.ca): I’m wondering, looking back at the tape, why you thought you were 
able to get through neutral zone more. What led to that success and were you gaining the offensive 
blueline with possession as much as you’d like?  
 
SHLEDON KEEFE: No, we weren’t gaining the blueline necessarily as much as I’d like but I knew that 
was going to be a challenge for us. I thought we forechecked very well actually and got a lot of pucks 
back when we put it to the bottom and got it back. That led to a lot of time to the offensive end. The 
amount of time in their zone wasn’t a problem for us, it was access to the net afterwards. That’s 
something we’ve talked about a lot today and we recognize the challenge but we’ve got to stay with the 
process that leads us to getting access to their zone and then look to make better use of those pucks.  
 
Q. (Mark Masters, TSN): How do you go about drawing more power plays and when you get that chance 
does that put more pressure on the group to produce knowing you might not get the quantity of chances? 
 
SHLEDON KEEFE: Yeah it’s another thing that we expected – that the power plays were going to be 
tough to come by. We looked at the first day of games on Saturday and the volume of penalties, the 
average was almost near 10, nine-and-a-half power plays or so on average per game called on Saturday, 



so we weren’t sure if there would be a little bit of carry over there but generally our expectation was given 
the fact that A) we don’t draw a lot of penalties as a team and B) they don’t take many penalties obviously 
-- right at the top of the league in that department – power plays would be hard to come by. We were 
excited when we got our one opportunity, of course disappointed when we didn’t make good on it. It’s 
another area where we have to be ready to take advantage of the ones we do get, look to keep our feet 
moving, look to find ways to draw as many as we can, but recognize that we’re really going to have very 
good and win the 5-on-5 battle, most importantly, and take advantage of any special teams that come our 
way. 


